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Abstract 

 

Dynamic Stratigraphy and Sediment Partitioning of High-Supply 

Fluvial Succession in Maastrichtian Source-to-Sink System 

Allison Marie Ned, MS Geo Sci 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013 

 

Supervisors:  Ronald J. Steel and Cornel Olariu 

 

The sediment budget and paleogeography was reconstructed for the Maastrichtian 

fluvial to coastal plain Lance Formation (>200m thick) that developed coevally with the 

shoreline/shelf Fox Hills Sandstone (>200m thick) and deep-water Lewis Shale (>750m 

thick) in a complete source-to-sink system in the Washakie and Great Divide Basins of 

south central Wyoming. The system initiated during the final Western Interior Seaway 

(WIS) transgression and the onset of the Laramide Orogeny rapid subsidence (>2km in 

1.9 My) that largely outpaced sediment flux into the basin so the system became and 

remained a deep-water (>500m water depth) basin beyond the Lance-Fox Hills shelf 

prism. The active tectonic setting and rapid subsidence caused the Lance fluvial and 

coastal plain deposits to aggrade and accumulate behind the generally rising shoreline 

trajectory of the Fox Hills Sandstone. The depositional succession is subdivided into 15 

clinothem units and the Lance Formation is best exposed in outcrops in clinoforms 10, 

11, and 12. Subsurface analysis correlates key stratigraphic surfaces across the basin to 

define the sediment budget and clinoform architecture. Field analysis along clinoform 12 

on the east side of the basin details facies and paleohydraulic dimensions. 



 vii 

Sediment partitioning shows the regressive and transgressive systems tracts (RST 

and TST) form complementary wedges such that the RST thickens basinward and the 

TST thins basinward, reflecting the preferential storage of sediment.  Channels measured 

in the field and subsurface datasets are similar in thickness (2m-16m) and suggest braided 

channel morphology with channel belts from 6.2-8.4km. N/NE paleocurrent trends 

departing from the subsurface dataset and previous studies of the system provide 

evidence of possible tidal influences in a developed shoreline embayment or an east to 

west supply from the basement-cored Rawlins and Sierra Madre Uplifts in the east. The 

fluvial Lance Formation paleogeography associated with the RST and TST is primarily 

driven both by modest, Late Cretaceous relative sea level changes and sediment supply 

linked to the tectonic setting and climate. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Geologic Background 

INTRODUCTION 

The Maastrichtian Lance-Fox Hills-Lewis strata in the Washakie and Great 

Divide Basins of southern Wyoming accumulated a complete source-to-sink spread of 

coastal plain (Lance Formation), shoreline/shelf (Fox Hills Sandstone), and deep-water 

slope and submarine fan (Lewis Shale) depositional systems over a 1.8 My time span. 

The Lance Formation river system and the Fox Hills Sandstone acted together to deliver a 

high supply of sediment to the deeper marine environments of the Lewis Shale in the 

stages of basin infill coincident with the Laramide Orogeny  and final marine shoreline 

regression in the region (Winn et al., 1987; Dickinson et al., 1988). A previous study of 

the basin subdivided the Lance-Fox Hills-Lewis stratigraphic successions into 15 distinct 

clinothems based on maximum flooding surfaces to detail the shelf margin construction 

and deep-water sand deposition (Carvajal, 2007). The present study focuses on the 

process character and dimensions of the paralic Lance Formation fluvial systems most 

effectively exposed in clinoforms 10, 11, and 12.  

The connection of the fluvial and coastal plain environments of the Lance 

Formation to the coeval deposits of the Fox Hills Sandstone and Lewis Shale provide an 

ideal opportunity to correlate key maximum flooding (MFS) and maximum regressive 

(MRS) surfaces in a subsurface dataset to a detailed field analysis of fluvial sandstone 

channels. The connection of the MFS and MRS across the systems in ~1000 subsurface 

wells in the clinoforms 10, 11, and 12 provides the opportunity to delineate the regressive 

and transgressive systems tracts and understand tract geometry, sediment partitioning, 

and clinoform architecture on a basin-wide scale. Sediment budget partitioning in 

siliciclastic systems outlines the relative distribution of sand and mud in the topset, slope, 

and basin-floor compartments of source-to-sink clinoforms in order to develop an 
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understanding of source-to-sink system stratigraphy and its relationship to sea-level 

changes, tectonics, and sediment supply. The subsurface dataset has outcrop ties in 

clinoform 12 on the east side of the Washakie and Great Divide Basins, where field work 

was conducted. Field observations afford a detailed analysis of facies and paleohydraulics 

to determine channel dimensions, morphology, and patterns. This study correlates the 

subsurface dataset and outcrop dataset to describe a sediment budget model and evolving 

paleogeography of the fluvial Lance Formation shaped by the interplay of sediment 

supply, tectonic regime, basin subsidence patterns, and relative sea-level changes. 

 

GEOLOGIC BACKGROUND 

Structural Setting 

The Washakie and Great Divide Basins are in south central Wyoming, structurally 

bound to the north by the Wind River and Granite Mountains, to the west by the Rock 

Springs Uplift, and to the east by the Rawlins and Sierra Madre Uplifts (Figure 1). This 

basin area and the surrounding uplifts resulted from the Laramide break-up of the earlier, 

larger Western Interior foreland. The Laramide movements, possibly a result of a change 

in the dip of the underlying subducting slab at this time, as discussed below, created a 

series of such basins in the region, mainly resulting from deep-seated block tilting that 

provided both new relief (source areas) and down-tilted basins (sinks). In the 

Maastrichtian, the Washakie and Great Divide basins contained a northerly coastal plain 

(Lance Formation), shoreline and shelf (Fox Hills Sandstone), and a southerly deep-water 

system (Lewis Shale) (Asquith, 1970; Winn et al., 1987; McMillen and Winn, 1991; 

Pyles and Slatt, 2007; Carvajal and Steel, 2009). The two basins existed as a single deep-
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water (>500m) basin across ~17,700 km2 (Carvajal and Steel, 2012) but have since been 

separated into two distinct structural troughs by the formation of the Wamsutter Arch.  

The Lance-Fox Hills-Lewis depositional system developed in the Maastrichtian 

during an interval of warm, greenhouse climate, generally high eustatic sea level, and 

active tectonics. The depositional system was distinctly marked by the onset of initial, 

very rapid Laramide subsidence, that caused regional transgression (underlying Almond 

Formation), but was then followed by a break-up phase and the generation of the 

Washakie and Great Divide deep-water basin, the only Laramide basin in the region to 

host deep water. Following this, the infilling of the study basin was coincident with the 

final marine shoreline regression in the region (Figure 2) (Winn et al., 1987). Laramide 

deformation here began in the earliest Maastrichtian and continued to the Eocene, 

replacing the earlier Cretaceous retroarc foreland basin in the Rocky Mountain region in 

North America by the new Laramide basins (Dickinson et al., 1988) and coinciding with 

the final disappearance of marine shorelines from the Western US. The Laramide 

orogeny generated a series of non-marine basins, separated by basement-cored uplifts 

(Dickinson et al., 1988). The Wind River Range, Granite Mountains, and Rawlins Uplift 

area experienced significant uplift caused by thick-skinned thrusting or reverse faulting, 

and the Washakie and Great Divide basins underwent dramatic subsidence in response 

(Dickinson et al., 1988; Steidtmann and Middleton, 1991; Dickinson, 2004). These 

structures surrounding the Washakie and Great Divide basins are cored by segments of 

Precambrian basement and important deep-seated faults lie between the structures and 

adjacent basins (Figure 1) (Blackstone, 1991; Steidtmann and Middleton, 1991). The 

subsidence mechanisms operating in the isolated, Laramide basins, including the 

Washakie and Great Divide Basins, created by the orogeny is thought to mirror 

subsidence from tectonic loading as well as dynamic uplift and subsidence, possibly 
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ultimately caused by a flattening of the underlying plate subduction angle (Hagen et al., 

1985; Flemings et al., 1986; Shuster and Steidtmann, 1988; Aschoff and Steel, 2011) 

such that the Laramide basin strata locally thicken from the west to east. The active relief 

on the major structural uplifts surrounding the Washakie and Great Divide basins, the 

Wind River Range, Granite Mountains, and Rawlins Uplift, produced a high sediment 

supply into the Washakie and Great Divide basins (Carvajal and Steel, 2006 and 2009) 

that was initially outpaced by the high Laramide subsidence rates (>2km in 1.9 My) 

(Hagen et al., 1985; Flemings et al., 1986; Shuster and Steidtmann, 1988). Subsequently, 

the Lance coastal-plain deposits strongly aggraded behind the generally rising trajectory 

of the Fox Hills shorelines, and the basins infilled as marine water moved eastwards. 

 

 

Figure 1: Map of Wyoming showing the main uplifts, ranges, and sedimentary basins 
including the study area in the Great Divide and Washakie Basins of south-
central Wyoming. The study basins are separated from the major structural 
uplifts of the catchment area by a complex pattern of faults. (Adapted from 
Dickinson et al., 1988) 
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Figure 2: The deposition of the Lewis-Fox Hills-Lance system is coincident with the final 
eastern regression of marine shorelines in the Western US. Dividing 
contacts are transitional and moderate intertonguing exists between the 
fluvial Lance Formation and Fox Hills Sandstone. (Adapted from Weimer, 
1960) 

Stratigraphy 

The Lance-Fox Hills-Lewis lithostratigraphic succession is partitioned into a 

series of 16 chronotstratigraphic units, clinoforms, that prograded into the Washakie and 

Great Divide basins (Figure 3). Clinoforms denote a sloping, sand-mud-sand lithosome of 

uniform character across a shelf-margin profile that is constrained by shale intervals, and 

each segment can be divided into a topset, slope, and basin-floor compartment (Carvajal 

and Steel, 2006). The shale intervals, termed maximum flooding surfaces (MFS), 

represent the deepest water facies and the end of a transgressive shoreline phase (Frazier, 

1974; Posamentier et al., 1988; Van Wagoner et al., 1988; Galloway, 1989; Shanley and 

McCabe, 1994; Catuneanu, 2002). The maximum flooding surface also reflects the 

change from transgressive to regressive conditions. The strata between maximum 

flooding surfaces contain the maximum regressive surface, which reflects the next 

reversal from regressive to transgressive conditions (Figure 4) (Catuneanu, 2002). The 
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maximum regressive surface lays at or near the top of the upward-coarsening sediment 

package and often takes the form of an erosion surface that follows the base of the 

overlying transgressive package and any fluvial channels that cut down into the 

regressive tract. The maximum flooding surface and maximum regressive surface are 

therefore the two key stratigraphic surfaces that define and highlight the prograding and 

retrograding stacking patterns during regression and transgression, respectively. 

Large, basin-scale clinoform behavior illustrates the basin infill history. The shelf 

margin clinoforms built southward at a high progradation rate (>47 km/my) due to a high 

sediment supply that was sourced mainly from the actively uplifting Wind River Range 

and Granite Mountains (Winn et al., 1987; McMillen and Winn, 1991; Ross et al., 1995; 

Carvajal and Steel, 2006, 2009; Pyles and Slatt, 2007). A two-stage basin infill model 

was proposed for the depositional history of the Washakie and Great divide basins based 

on clinoform behavior and shelf-margin stratigraphy (Figure 5) (Carvajal, 2007). The 

two-stage model develops over the course of a great increase in the catchment area (Wind 

River Range, Granite Mountains, and Rawlins Uplift) relief, from lowland (100-500 m) 

to mountainous (1000-3000 m) as a consequence of the tectonically active geologic 

setting (Carvajal and Steel, 2012). The first stage of basin infill included a smaller uplift 

and catchment area as seen in the overall aggradational stacking of the earliest basin 

clinoforms. The evolution to a mountainous catchment area relief increased the sediment 

supply into the system in stage 2, creating a more strongly progradational shelf-margin 

and a larger coastal and fluvial plain (Carvajal and Steel, 2012). 
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Figure 3: A north to south cross-section toward the east side of the Washakie Basin 
shows the connected depositional systems of the Lance Formation (coastal 
plain), Fox Hills (shoreline and shelf), and Lewis Shale (deep-water). A 
prior study (Carvajal, 2007) of the depositional systems subdivided the 
lithostratigraphic succession into 15 clinoforms. 

 

 

Figure 4: Cross-section of a clinoform comprised of a topset, slope, and basin-floor 
compartment. Maximum flooding surfaces (MFS) constrain clinothems and 
mark the turn from a transgressive sequence (TST) to a regressive sequence 
(RST). The strata between MFS contain the maximum regressive surface 
(MRS), which divides the coarsening upward regressive sequence from the 
fining upward transgressive sequence. (Modified from Catuneanu, 2002) 
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Figure 5: Cross-section of the two stage model for the infill of the Lance-Fox Hills-Lewis 
depositional system into the Washakie and Great Divide basins. (From 
Carvajal, 2007) 
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Depositional System 

The Lance-Fox Hills-Lewis succession of the Washakie Basin was deposited in a 

1.8 My time span and encompasses the fluvial to coastal plain Lance Formation, 

shoreline to shelf Fox Hills Sandstone, and the shelf to deep-water Lewis Shale (Gill et 

al., 1970; Steidtmann, 1993; Winn et al., 1987). The Lance Formation river system and 

the Fox Hills Sandstone acted together to supply large volumes of sediment to the deeper 

marine environments of the Lewis Shale in the stages of basin infill (Carvajal and Steel, 

2006). The dividing contacts between the equivalent formations are transitional (Winn et 

al., 1987) and intertonguing exists between the fluvial Lance Formation and the 

underlying Fox Hills Sandstone (>200m thick) represents wave deltas (in the west), 

thicker river deltas (in the east), and localized tidal deltas that continuously regressed and 

transgressed the shelf as the shallow-water system constructed an overall basinward-

stepping shelf-margin prism that fed down into the deep-water of the basin (Haun, 1961; 

Gill et al., 1970; Steidtmann, 1993; Carvajal and Steel, 2009; Olariu et al., 2012). The 

Lewis Shale (>760m) is a slope to basin-floor interval of deep-water mudstones and 

sandy turbidites (informally the Dad Sandstone member) (Winn et al., 1985 and 1987) 

that accumulated from sediment bypassing the shelf break of the Fox Hills feeder system. 

The Fox Hills Sandstone and Lewis Shale Formation of the depositional system are better 

understood and studied than the equivalent Lance Formation. The present study therefore 

focuses on the paralic, coal-bearing Lance Formation (>200m) fluvial systems. 

Lance Formation 

Subsurface well data (~1000 wells) across the Washakie Basin has outcrop 

clinoform ties on both sides of the basin (Figure 6), which allows the Lance Formation 

coastal-plain deposits best exposed in clinoforms 10, 11, and 12 to be examined in both 

outcrops on the east side of the basin and in the subsurface. Deposition of the Lance 
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began ~68 Ma (Gill and Cobban, 1973) and ended near the Cretaceous Tertiary boundary 

~66 Ma (Connor, 1992). A warm climate, 25-37o C, precipitation estimates of 80-90 

cm/yr (Connor, 1992), and generally high eustatic sea-level (Miller et al., 1999, 2004 and 

2005) persisted during the development of the Lance Formation. Lance Formation 

deposition coincides with the Laramide orogeny, which affected the relief, basin 

subsidence, and facies thickness and architecture associated with the Lance Formation 

(Macleod, 1981; Gillespie and Fox, 1991). The Lance Formation is the last fluvial 

succession marked by the final regression of the Cretaceous Interior Seaway to the east 

and southeast, initiating the first stage of completely non-marine deposition in the 

Washakie Basin (Dunlap, 1958; Breithaupt, 1982). Sedimentology of the non-marine 

Lance formation throughout Wyoming sedimentary basins, including the Bighorn, 

Powder River, Sand Wash, and Wind River Basins, is dominantly sandstone bodies and 

non-marine mudstones representing channel, levee, and overbank deposits in a sequence 

of carbonaceous shale, sandstone, and siltstone, typical of a fluvial to coastal plain 

environment (Weimer, 1960; Haun, 1961; Asquith, 1970; Land, 1972; Connor, 1992; 

Gillespie and Fox, 1991; Steidtmann and Middleton, 1991). 

The upper boundary for the catchment area (Wind River Range, Granite 

Mountains, Rawlins Uplift), 33,400 km2, and sediment load estimates for the Lance 

fluvial system (Stage 1: 4-10 x 106 ton/y; Stage 2: 8-16 x 106 ton/y) are modest in 

comparison to the catchment areas and sediment loads associated with the Mississippi, 

Orinoco, or Amazon river systems (Carvajal and Steel, 2009 and 2012). However, the 

tectonically active catchment area of the Lance caused proportionately high productivity 

catchment yields (200-2000 ton/km2/y) larger than the Mississippi (120 ton/km2/y), 

Orinoco (150 ton/km2/y), and Amazon (190 ton/km2/y) river systems (Carvajal and Steel, 
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2009 and 2012). The Lance Formation channel systems were extremely efficient in 

feeding sediment through the Fox Hills deltas and into the marine basin. The immature 

mineralogy of Lance Formation fluvial deposits implies a source in the Granite 

Mountains (Connor, 1992) and past studies of paleocurrent trends in the study area (e.g. 

Dickinson et al., 1988; Connor, 1992; Pyles and Slatt, 2002; Carvajal and Steel, 2006) 

show Lance fluvial channels directed N-NE east of the Granite Mountains (Connor, 

1992) and overall north to south flow in the Washakie and Great Divide Basins (Figure 7) 

(Pyles and Slatt, 2002; Carvajal and Steel, 2012).  

 

 

Figure 6: A geologic map of the Great Divide and Washakie Basins shows the well 
locations (~1000) and outcrop exposure considered in the present study. 
Wells highlighted in red are SP logs and wells identified with diamonds 
have cores. 
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Figure 7: This map highlights the direction of the overall progradation of the Lance-Fox 
Hills-Lewis depositional systems into the Washakie and Great Divide 
basins. The NE directed paleocurrents and immature mineralogy (with 
plagioclase and K-feldspar) of the Lance Formation imply a source in the 
Granite Mountains and the purple line outlines the catchment area 
associated with the depositional system (Carvajal, 2007). The thick blue 
arrow reflects the main direction of shelf margin progradation, and the thin 
black arrows represent paleocurrents from previous outcrop studies of the 
system. The field area used in this study is marked by the red box. (From 
Dickinson et al., 1988; Connor, 1992; Pyles and Slatt, 2002; Carvajal and 
Steel, 2012) 
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Chapter 2: Methods 

SUBSURFACE DATASET 

Subsurface analysis of the study portion of the Lance Formation is concentrated 

on correlating key stratigraphic surfaces (maximum flooding or coeval brackish-flooding 

surfaces, as well as surfaces of maximum regression) across the Washakie Basin for the 

depositional system of clinoform units 10, 11, and 12 (see Carvajal, 2007, for original 

interpretation of clinoforms). The Lance Formation is best exposed in the outcrops of 

clinoforms 10, 11, and 12, which are constrained in the subsurface by MFS 10, 11, 12, 

and 13.   

The current study connected both the maximum regressive and the maximum 

flooding surfaces from the more basinal Lewis Shale up through the more proximal Fox 

Hills Sandstone and Lance Formation in approximately 1000 wells with gamma ray logs 

across the basin. In general, shale picks proved more reliable in the correlation of deep-

water areas than sandstone picks, which were, however, better in the shallow-water 

reaches. The use of the conductivity log often proved decisive in correlating through the 

mud-rich deep-water slope succession. The regressive tract (bounded by an MFS below 

and an MRS above) tends to thin landward on the shelf into widespread erosion surfaces 

but develops clear coarsening upward sandstone successions on the shelf and as far out as 

a little below the shelf break. The transgressive tract, by contrast, tends to thin basinward 

and thicken landward on the shelf, comprising channelized sands and interchannel areas 

of mudstone (Figure 8) (see also Siggerud and Steel, 1999). The maximum regressive 

surface is identified at the point of the turnaround or change in the stacking pattern from 

an upward coarsening regressive unit or systems tract (RST) to a fining upward 

transgressive unit or systems tract (TST) within each clinoform. The maximum regressive 

key stratigraphic surface is picked on top of a coarsening-upward succession but is also 
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an erosive surface that underlies the transgressive unit and associated channels that cut 

down into the underlying regressive unit. 

The connection of basin-wide key surfaces in subsurface well logs across each 

depositional zone allows data collection on sediment budget partitioning between the 

regressive and transgressive tracts and illustrates important details of the changing 

clinoform topset architecture. Since the study focuses on the fluvial and coastal plain part 

of the Washakie system, that analysis focuses most on the clinoform topsets. The key 

surfaces provide boundaries to calculate thickness and sand percentages within sequences 

or portion of sequences using Petra software, and the generation of transgression and 

regression tract overall thickness, sand thickness, and T/R tract ratio maps in the basin 

using the least square method. The produced maps create a template for evaluation of 

sediment budget and sand packages in the RST and TST focused on the fluvial channels 

of the Lance Formation and their connection to the coeval Fox Hills Sandstone and Lewis 

Shale. Clinoform architecture is highlighted by the stratigraphic surfaces and channel, 

delta, and sequence behavior are shown in depositional strike and dip cross sections. The 

subsurface data analysis forms a basin-wide framework for Lance Formation patterns and 

dimensions, and the well logs extend to the Lance Formation outcrops on the east side of 

the basin, which expose the facies of the Lance Formation on a more detailed scale. 
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Figure 8: The maximum flooding surface (MFS) is picked at the maximum value of the 
gamma ray (highest shale content) that is typically at the base of the 
coarsening upward regressive units. The maximum regressive surface 
(MRS) is picked on top of the thicker, coarsening upward sand packages in 
the RST and at the base of the fining upward sand packages in the TST. The 
MRS is the turnaround point from the regressive tract to the transgressive 
tract. 

Outcrop Dataset 

Nineteen sedimentologic sections were measured in the fluvial Lance Formation 

along clinoform 12 outcrops on the east side of the Washakie Basin, over 4 km from 

north to south (Figure 9). Outcrop exposure was not entirely continuous but rather 

disconnected sandstone channel bodies, which could nevertheless be well correlated. Five 

sandstone channels and an interchannel outcrop, at outcrop locations A to D on Figure 9, 

were measured for the present study. Within each measured section, observations were 

made on: bed thickness and geometry, cross stratal set thickness, sedimentary structures, 

grain size, and paleocurrent measurements. Paleocurrent measurements were taken from 

the inferred axes of dune-generated cross strata and asymmetrical ripples and corrected 

for the area’s structural tilt (15o to the W). Photomosaics and photo gigapans were 

collected along the length of clinoform 12 to capture channel patterns, geometry changes, 
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and connectivity. Field data collected in this way was used to characterize facies, 

delineate channel morphology and dimensions, and estimate fluvial system patterns and 

behavior. Additionally, hand-held gamma-ray measurements were taken along one 

stratigraphic column to allow a juxtaposed comparison of the measured section, digitized 

log character, and a close to outcrop subsurface well log. A gamma-ray reading was 

recorded in the vertical section every 0.25m to create a graph of the values that emulate a 

commercial digital gamma ray log. 

 

 

Figure 9: A google earth image of the study area just east of Rawlins, Wyoming. The top 
image shows an overview of clinoforms 11 and 12 and the bottom image 
highlights the clinoforms. Nineteen stratigraphic columns were observed 
and measured in five channels and one interchannel deposit at four outcrop 
locations, A, B, C, and D (black circles), over 4km along clinoform 12. 
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Paleohydraulics 

Field measurements of cross strata set thickness allowed the reconstruction and 

calculation of paleo-dune height, mean and bankfull channel depth, and channel belt 

width. These paleohydraulic calculations are based on the relationship between dune 

height and channel depth (Leclair et al., 1997; Bridge, 1997; Leclair, 2000) and the 

spatial homogeneity of cross strata set grain size and pattern in the field area. An average 

cross strata set thickness (sm) was computed separately for each channel based on its 

composite thicknesses of individual cross strata sets (s). Using the average cross sets 

thickness, dune height (hm) could be estimated after determining parameter β:    

(A) β = sm/1.8 

(B) hm = 5.3β + 0.001β2 (Leclair and Bridge, 2001) 

The empirical relationship used to determine mean bankfull depth (dm, equation 

1) is found in Allen (1970) and is directly related to max bankfull depth (dmax). It is found 

that for any type of river dune, the relationship dm/hm falls between 3 and 20; thus this 

relationship was used as a check for the preceding calculations. 

(1) dm = 11.6hm
0.84 (Allen 1970) 

(2) dmax ≈ 2 * dm (Bridge and Tye, 2000) 

Three equations were considered in finding channel belt width based on 

relationships determined by Fielding and Crane (1987): 

(3) cbw = 12.1*dm
1.85  

(4) cbw = 64.6*dm
1.54 

(5) cbw = 513*dm
1.35 
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Equation 3 is an average for all fluvial types or an environment where multiple 

channel morphologies exist or are unknown, and equations 4 and 5 are for meandering 

and braided, laterally unrestricted, fluvial systems, respectively. Further, a 

width/thickness ratio was estimated for each channel based on each channel belt width 

measurement. 

The synthesis of paleohydraulic calculations was integrated with subsurface and 

field observations to further characterize the dimensions and patterns of the fluvial Lance 

Formation. The calculations and architectural illustrations help place Lance channels in 

the context of other studied fluvial systems for comparison of size, sediment flux in the 

channels, and sediment yield in the drainage basins. Another reason for using the above 

calculations from outcrop data and to a lesser extent from subsurface well logs was to 

refine the paleogeographic maps through the Maastrichtian and connect these landscapes 

to the driving tectonic, climatic, sediment flux and eustatic influences. 
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Chapter 3: Results 

Subsurface Dataset Results 

Defining key surfaces in the subsurface dataset allowed the construction of 

sediment thickness maps, sediment partitioning maps and cross-sections, and illustrated 

clinoform architecture. A maximum regressive surface was identified through the coeval 

fluvial, shoreline, and deep-water deposits in clinoforms 10, 11, and 12. This surface 

helped to define the extent, boundaries, and behavior of the regressive and transgressive 

tracts in each clinoform. Maps of sediment budget partitioning for each clinoform and 

cross-sections of clinoform architecture aid in illustrating clinoform stacking and 

deposition patterns identified in fluvial channel dimensions, development of incised 

valleys, and the extent of deltaic deposits at the clinoform rollover. Clinoform total 

thickness and gross sand thickness are calculated for both the RST and TST. In the 

depositional dip direction (north-south), the regressive tract thickens basinward and the 

transgressive tract thickens landward in a complementary manner (Figure 10), and in the 

depositional strike direction (west-east), deposits generally thicken from west to east, 

consistent with the asymmetry of the Laramide basin subsidence.  

 

 

Figure 10: For each clinoform, the RST thins landward and thickens basinward, and the 
TST complements the RST as it thins basinward and thickens landward. 
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Clinoform Architecture 
 Four depositional dip (north-south) cross-sections and one depositional strike 

(west-east) cross-section were constructed in the subsurface across the basin to illustrate 

clinoform architecture and patterns. Each clinoform displays a progradational to 

aggradational character in every representative dip cross section. Fluvial channels and 

incised valleys that sit above the MRS in the TST and channels attached to delta fronts 

within the RST are identified. A channel symbol identifies a fining upward or blocky 

sand succession. The fluvial channel successions identified in the TST range from 1m – 

15m and the average channel size for each clinoform is ~4 m. The channels identified in 

the RST are smaller in every clinoform and cross-section, ranging from 1m – 8m with an 

average channel size of ~3 m. The incised valleys identified range from 5m – 15m with 

an average size of 13m, thicker successions than the fluvial and distributary channel 

successions found in the TST and RST. 

Dip 1 Section 

The depositional dip 1 cross-section is located furthest east in the basin, closest to 

the outcrops studied in the field (Figure 11). The fluvial channel successions identified in 

the TST range from 1.3m – 9.9m and the average size is 2.6m. Clinoform 10 contains the 

thickest channel succession, 9.9m, and has the highest average channel depth. 22 

channels are identified in clinoform 10, 28 channels in clinoform 11, and 18 channels in 

clinoform 12. The channels identified in the RST are generally smaller and range in size 

from 1.8m- 2.6m. Incised valleys identified in the TST are larger in thickness than 

channels identified in the RST and TST, ranging in size from 4.9m – 16.4m with an 

average thickness of 8.5m. Clinoform 11 contains the largest incised valley in this cross-

section with a depth of 16.4m. 

In each clinoform, there is often more than one fluvial channel succession 

identified in the TST in a single well log, such that the channels are stacked. The highest 

frequency of channels occurs midway between the northern margin of the cross-section 
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and the shoreline. As the transgressive sequence thins basinward, the channels first 

decrease in size and then increase in size to the thickest successions of larger incised 

valleys at the shoreline. The deltaic deposits continue a comparable extent northward; 

however, the deltaic deposits extend progressively further basinward in each younger 

clinoform that has prograded further into the basin than the preceding clinoform (Figure 

11). 

Dip 2 Section 

The deposition dip 2 cross-section is centrally located in the basin (Figure 12). 

The fluvial channel successions identified in the TST range from 2.4m – 14.7m and the 

average size is 4.2m. Clinoform 12 contains the thickest channel succession, 14.7m, and 

has the greatest average channel depth. 20 channels are identified in clinoform 10, 25 

channels in clinoform 11, and 28 channels in clinoform 12. The channels identified in the 

RST are comparable in size and range from 3.0m – 8.1m. Incised valleys identified in the 

TST are larger in size than channels identified in the RST and TST, ranging in size from 

11.0m – 20.7m with an average size of 16.9 m. Clinoform 12 contains the thickest incised 

valley in this cross-section with a depth of 29.0m. 

In each clinoform, the channels are more closely spaced than in dip section 1 and 

often appear stacked. The frequency of channels increases moving south to the shoreline. 

Channel thickness generally increases from north to south, approaching the shoreline 

where the incised valleys are the thickest successions. The deltaic deposits in clinoform 

10 reach the furthest north and move further south in clinoforms 11 and 12. Similar to 

clinoform 10, the deltaic deposits extend progressively further basinward in each younger 

and prograding clinoform (Figure 12). 
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Dip 3 Section 

 The depositional dip 3 cross-section is located furthest west in the basin, where 

the total succession and basin depth progressively reduces in thickness (Figure 13). The 

fluvial channel successions identified in the TST range from 1.0m – 8.3m and the average 

size is 2.9m. Clinoform 12 contains the largest channel succession, 8.3m, and has the 

highest average channel thickness. 30 channels are identified in clinoform 10, 15 in 

clinoform 11, and 13 in clinoform 12. The channels identified in the RST are generally 

smaller and range in depth from 1.3m – 2.8m. Incised valleys identified in the TST are 

thicker than the channels identified in the RST and TST, ranging in depth from 7.2m – 

25.6m with an average depth of 10.0m. Clinoform 10 contains the thickest incised valley 

in this cross-section with a size of 25.6m. 

 In each clinoform, the fluvial successions in the TST often occur stacked with up 

to 4 channels stacked vertically. The frequency of channels in the wells is consistent from 

north to south along the cross-section. The average size of the TST fluvial channels is 

smaller than the TST fluvial channels measured in the previous cross-sections. There is 

not a strong trend in channel size to the north or south in the cross-section, but the incised 

valley deposits nearer the shoreline are the thickest successions in the cross-section. The 

deltaic deposits extend to a comparable distance northward; however, the deltaic deposits 

extend progressively further basinward in each younger clinoform (Figure 13). 

Strike Section 

 The strike cross-section is located in the northern half of the basin in the 

dominantly coastal plain depositional system as to observe fluvial channels and 

clinoforms and tract thicknesses west to east across the basin (Figure 14). The fluvial 

channel successions identified in the TST range from 1.4m – 15.2m and the average 

thickness is 5.3m. Clinoform 10 contains the thickest channel succession, 15.2m, and has 
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the highest average channel depth. The smallest channels on average are contained in 

clinoform 11. 32 channels are identified in clinoform 10, 30 in clinoform 11, and 28 in 

clinoform 12. The channels identified in the RST are generally less thick than in the TST 

and range in size from 1.9m – 3.1m. Incised valleys were not identified in this cross-

section. 

 The frequency and stacking of channels is consistent and comparable across each 

clinoform. Moving east to west along the cross-section, the clinoforms progressively thin, 

demonstrating the strata thinning toward the west side of the basin. The sequence-

stratigraphic surfaces, the MFS and MRS, remain nearly parallel in the depositional strike 

cross-section and both the TST and RST have a generally constant thickness, 

proportional to the clinoform interval, such that the sequences decrease in size toward the 

west (Figure 14). 
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Figure 11: A) A graph showing the thickness of the TST fluvial channels (blue), RST 
channels (purple), and incised valleys (gray) identified in each well in the 
cross-section. Wells with multiple channel successions display the average 
thickness for all the channels in that well. B) An uninterpreted cross-section 
image of depositional dip 1. Clinoforms 10, 11, and 12 are confined by MFS 
10-13 and the RST and TST are separated by MRS 10-12. C) An interpreted 
cross-section of depositional dip 1, illustrated with the clinoform 
architecture. D) The location of the cross-section in the Washakie Basin 
(left) and a cross-section (right) with the basin’s 15 clinothem units and the 
present study’s clinothems highlighted in gray. 
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Figure 12: A) A graph showing the thickness of the TST fluvial channels (blue), RST 
channels (purple), and incised valleys (gray) identified in each well in the 
cross-section. Wells with multiple channel successions display the average 
thickness for all the channels in that well. B) An uninterpreted cross-section 
image of depositional dip 2. Clinoforms 10, 11, and 12 are confined by MFS 
10-13 and the RST and TST are separated by MRS 10-12. C) An interpreted 
cross-section of depositional dip 2, illustrated with the clinoform 
architecture. D) The location of the cross-section in the Washakie Basin 
(left) and a cross-section (right) with the basin’s 15 clinothem units and the 
present study’s clinothems highlighted in gray. 
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Figure 13: A) A graph showing the thickness of the TST fluvial channels (blue), RST 
channels (purple), and incised valleys (gray) identified in each well in the 
cross-section. Wells with multiple channel successions display the average 
thickness for all the channels in that well. B) An uninterpreted cross-section 
image of depositional dip 3. Clinoforms 10, 11, and 12 are confined by MFS 
10-13 and the RST and TST are separated by MRS 10-12. C) An interpreted 
cross-section of depositional dip 3, illustrated with the clinoform 
architecture. D) The location of the cross-section in the Washakie Basin 
(left) and a cross-section (right) with the basin’s 15 clinothem units and the 
present study’s clinothems highlighted in gray. 
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Figure 14: A) A graph showing the thickness of the TST fluvial channels (blue), RST 
channels (purple), and incised valleys (gray) identified in each well in the 
cross-section. Wells with multiple channel successions display the average 
thickness for all the channels in that well. B) An uninterpreted cross-section 
image of depositional strike. Clinoforms 10, 11, and 12 are confined by 
MFS 10-13 and the RST and TST are separated by MRS 10-12. C) An 
interpreted cross-section of depositional strike, illustrated with the clinoform 
architecture. D) The location of the cross-section in the Washakie Basin 
(left) and a cross-section (right) with the basin’s 15 clinothem units and the 
present study’s clinothems highlighted in gray. 
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RST and TST Total Thickness 

The total thickness of the regressive and transgressive tracts in clinoforms 10, 11, 

and 12 are shown across the basin (Figure 15). The regressive tract thickens basinward 

toward the shelf edge and the transgressive tract thickens landward such that their 

complementary thicknesses form the total thickness of the clinoform. The regressive tract 

is overall thicker than the transgressive tract in each clinoform. The thickest intervals of 

the RST occur in the southeast portion of the basin and thin to the southwest and 

progressively north. The thickest intervals of the TST are in the northwest and thin to the 

northeast and progressively south. Additionally, the total thickness of the youngest 

clinoform, clinoform 12, is less than the older clinoforms due to decreasing rates of 

subsidence outlined by the 2-stage basin depositional model (Figure 5). 

In clinoform 10, the greatest RST thickness is ~170m on the southeast side of the 

basin, closest to the outcrops on the east side of the basin. The regressive tract thins to the 

southwest to less than 80m and progressively thins to the north, where thicknesses do not 

exceed 30m. The greatest TST thickness is ~30m in a localized, northwest portion of the 

basin. The transgressive tract thins to the northeast and progressively thins to the south, 

where thicknesses do not exceed 3m. 

In clinoform 11, the greatest RST thickness is ~120m over a large portion of the 

southern half of the basin. On the west edge of the southern half of the basin, the 

regressive tract thins to 75m and progressively thins to the north to less than 15m. The 

TST interval thickens to the north to ~30m and thins to the south, where thicknesses do 

not exceed 3m. The TST thickness intervals are generally less than those of clinoform 10. 

In clinoform 12, the thinnest clinoform in the present study, the RST is thickest on 

the southeast edge of the basin near the outcrops and does not exceed 120m. The 

regressive tract thins to the southwest to ~40m and progressively thins to the north to less 
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than 15m. The TST thickness ranges up to 25m in the northern part of the basin and 

thicknesses do not exceed 3m in the southern part of the basin. 

The maximum extent of the MFS landward is estimated for each clinoform. In the 

TST thickness maps, the area north of the estimated MFS is completely non-marine and 

isolates the fluvial section of the topset from the coastal plain. Additionally, the shelf-

edge position at the time of maximum flooding during the beginning of each cycle is 

marked from Carvajal (2007). Between the estimated MFS and shelf-edge position in the 

RST thickness maps, deltaic deposits begin to prograde into the basin. Beyond the shelf-

edge, the basin significantly deepens, observed in the RST thickens maps. The estimated 

MFS and shelf-edge position gradually move southward, indicative of progradation, 

which is also suggested in the gradual shift of facies basinward (south) in the 

architectural cross-sections (Figures 11-13).  The opposed but complementary thickness 

trends of regressive and transgressive parts of clinothems are discussed further below, but 

it is fairly obvious that the basinward thickening of regressive deposits is consistent with 

the notion of dominantly regressive bypass of sediment to produce the very thick deep-

water slope and basin-floor fans deposits seen yet farther south in each clinoform. 
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Figure 15: Maps of the total thickness of the RST, on left, and TST, on right, in 
clinoforms 10, 11, and 12. The overall thickness of the RST is greater (90-
120m) than the TST (less than 30m) and a different scale is used. The MFS 
location is estimated for each clinoform. The shelf-edge position during the 
beginning each cycle is marked from Carvajal (2007). 
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RST and TST Gross Sand Thickness 

The gross sand thickness of the regressive and transgressive clinothem tracts 

show similar patterns to those discussed above for total thickness (Figure 16). In 

clinoform 10, the greatest interval of sand in the RST is a strike elongated section in the 

outer shelf part of the basin. There is a greater accumulation of sands on the east side of 

the basin (up to 110m) and this extends to the southwest, slightly thin to 60m on the west 

side of the basin. The RST gross sand interval is less than 15m in the northern half of the 

basin. The thickest sand deposits in the TST are concentrated in the northern half of the 

basin, dominantly north of the estimated MFS. The gross sand intervals are mostly 12-

15m thick in localized areas and up to 30m in the northwest portion of the basin. The 

TST gross sand intervals thin to the south and do not exceed 3m. 

 In clinoform 11, the greatest interval of sand in the RST are two, partially 

disconnected sand accumulations toward the southeast portion of the basin, ~105m of 

gross sand. The location of these sand accumulations align with the basin-floor fans 

identified in Carvajal (2007). Moving away from the thickest deposits, the gross sand 

intervals consistently range from 13-32m and greatly thin toward the north to less than 

7m. The greatest interval of sand in the TST is up to 30m in the northwest part of the 

basin north of the estimated MFS. The thicker gross sand intervals in the TST are more 

localized and isolated than in clinoform 10. Moving away from the largest intervals, 

gross sand consistently ranges from 12-20m and thins to less than 3m in the southern half 

of the basin. 

 In clinoform 12, the gross sand thicknesses in the RST and TST are smaller than 

the gross sand intervals in the other clinoforms. The thickest sand interval in the RST, 

105m, sits at the southeastern edge of the basin near the outcrops and thins to 40-55m to 

the southwest and to less than 7m in the northern half of the basin. The greatest sand 
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interval in the TST, up to 21m, is in the northwest corner of the basin, above the 

estimated MFS. There are smaller, localized sand deposits about 18-21m thick 

throughout the northern part of the basin, but the gross sand intervals are dominantly 9-

15m and thin to less than 3m in the southern half of the basin.  

The greatest accumulation of sand in the RST is localized in the southeast of the 

basin, stored in deltas and deep-water sands beyond the shelf-edge, and thins toward the 

southwest and north into the coastal plain. The thickest sand deposits of the transgressive 

tract are localized and isolated to what are likely channelized belts within the northern 

portion of the basin north of the estimated MFS, where strata is completely fluvial non-

marine. The gross sand intervals in the TST are much thinner than the gross sand 

intervals found in the RST for each clinoform. 
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Figure 16: Maps of the gross sand thickness of the regressive tract (RST) and 
transgressive tract (TST) in clinoforms 10, 11, and 12. Overall, the thickness 
of the RST is greater than the TST and a different scale is needed for each 
tract. The MFS is estimated for each clinoform and the shelf-edge position 
during the beginning each cycle is marked from Carvajal (2007). 
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Basin Sediment Partitioning  

The 2-D cross-sectional areas for the regressive and transgressive compartments 

in each studied clinoform is illustrated for three depositional dip (north-south) cross-

sections and an estimation of the TST thickness to the RST thickness ratio (T/R), based 

on the total thickness and allows observations and interpretation of the sediment 

partitioning patterns across the basin that comprise the distribution and preservation of 

the sediment budget during the development of each clinoform. In the regressive and 

transgressive compartments shown in the cross-sections (Figure 17), the systems tracts 

show the same pattern in thickness variation in the proximal, coastal-plain to shoreline, 

and distal, shoreline to deep-water, transect. As relative sea level rose during the 

shoreline transgression, the system depocenter moved and stored sediment landward, 

creating a profile of the TST thickening landward and thinning basinward. During sea 

level fall and forced regression or during normal regression in cases where there was little 

or no sea-level fall, the system prograded (and occasionally erosionally) bypassed huge 

volumes of sediment into the basin to create a profile of the RST thickening basinward 

and thinning landward. The TST and RST profile of complementary wedges is broadly 

consistent in each clinoform across the basin with variations only in the exact thickness 

of each segment. 

 The gridded T/R thickness ratio distinctly highlights those portions of the basin 

where the transgressive tract is thicker than the regressive tract. On a basinal map that 

shows this ratio (Figure 18), the contours change from blue to gray where the T/R 

thickness ratio becomes inverted (ratio = 1.0) and the RST and TST have an equal 

thickness. The presence of a thicker transgressive sequence, highlighted in gray, north of 

the shoreline (blue to gray contours) indicates greater accommodation in this northern 

area as sea level rose and moved sediment landward. The areas of greater accommodation 
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south of the equal thickness line likely denote the location of incised valleys, as noted on 

the basin cross-sections (Figures 11-13). The irregular transition from the blue (thicker 

RST) to gray (thicker TST) is likely controlled by the coastal relief and accommodation 

during transgression. The map of clinoform 10 shows the maximum extent of the pattern 

of the T/R ratio greater than 1 extends 30km from the northern margin of the basin. Once 

the relationship is inverted and the T/R ratio is less than 1, this pattern extends for 54km 

to the southern margin of the basin.  

 The TST/RST ratio map is consistent with the trends of the total thickness and 

gross sand maps of the regressive and transgressive tracts in clinoform 10. The greatest 

regressive tract thickness and least T/R values are in the southern half of the basin past 

the clinoform roll-over. The greatest transgressive tract thickness and T/R values are in 

the northwest corner of the basin an isolated location at the western edge. The thickest 

sandstone deposits in the regressive tract are located on the shelf-slope roll-over and in 

the deep-water fans. Comparatively, the largest deposits of transgressive sandstones, up 

to 30m, are confined in the fluvial and estuarine channels and valleys in the coastal plain 

in the northern reaches of the basin and the transgressive sandstones found closer to the 

shoreline reaching toward the center of the basin tend to be thinner, 6-12m. 
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Figure 17: Diagram showing a 2-D illustration of the regressive and transgressive tracts 
in clinoforms 10, 11, and 12 in three separate depositional dip (N-S) cross-
sections. Cross-section 3 has a different vertical and horizontal scale than 
cross-sections 1 and 2. The TST and RST form a complementary wedge 
pattern within each clinoform as the MFS and MRS converge landward and 
basinward as the shoreline migrates during T-R cycles (similar to schematic 
figure 10). 
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Figure 18: A map of the TST/RST thickness ratio in clinoform 10. Where the ratio equals 
1, the transgressive tract and regressive tract have equal thickness in 
clinoform 10. The gray contours indicate the area with a thicker TST while 
the blue contours indicate a thicker RST. The equal thickness line highlights 
the irregularities associated with the shoreline during transgression. 
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Outcrop Dataset Results 

The subsurface dataset provides a basin-wide perspective on depositional patterns 

whereas the field results allow a closer look at the facies and channel dimensions of the 

Lance Formation. The four outcrop locations along clinoform 12 (Figure 19) comprise 

five sandstone channels and one interchannel succession. The sandstone channels show 

consistent grain size, facies, and sedimentary structures throughout the field area. 

Channel thickness ranges from 6m-16m and channel paleocurrents are dominantly to the 

NE (Figure 20). Outcrop sections served to measure cross strata sets to calculate 

paleohydraulic dimensions to compare to the channels and architecture illustrated in the 

subsurface. 

 

Figure 19: Stratigraphic sections were measured along clinoform 12 (on the east side of 
the Washakie Basin) southwest of Rawlins. The four outcrop locations are 
lettered A-D (see Figure 6 for location of GoogleEarth image above). 

 

Figure 20: The rose diagrams of the overall outcrop paleocurrents at each location. 
Paleocurrents are dominantly to the NE and NW. 
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Facies 

Six sedimentary facies were identified in the fluvial Lance Formation along 

clinoform 12 and are detailed below (Table 1, Figure 21). Each of the facies with its 

sedimentary structures and textures is indicative of a fluvial to coastal plain environment 

and reflects the energy and behavior of the fluvial channel and overbank deposits. 

 
Facies Descriptions for the fluvial Lance Formation 

 Facies Rock Description Interpretation 
1 Cross-Stratified 

Sandstone 
Very fine to fine grained, 
light gray to tan sandstone 
with average set thickness of 
20cm in beds from 10cm to 
3m. Large-scale and 
organized, planar cross-
strata sets with sharp and 
erosional contacts. 
Occasional organic matter 
foresets, 1-10cm, including 
double mud drapes and 
possible neap/spring tidal 
rhythmites at base or top of 
beds. Cross-stratified beds 
concentrated toward center 
of sandstone channels. No 
bioturbation. 

2-D tabular dunes formed by 
fluvial channel infill. Lack of 
mud denotes higher energy that 
depletes mud from the system 
or a lack of suspended mud in 
the system. Occasional mud 
present in the foresets suggests 
periods of lower energy or 
higher mud concentration in the 
system, allowing mud drape 
formation. The occurrence of 
mud drapes, occasionally in 
pairs, and neap/spring deposits 
suggest tidal current conditions 
formed during slack water 
conditions (Dalrymple et al., 
1990). Deposition in a fluvial 
environment with tidal currents 
flowing NW to NE. 

2 Rippled 
Sandstone 

Very fine to fine grained, tan 
to brownish red sandstone in 
distinct stacked, rippled 
layers, 1-10cm, or more faint 
and scattered across beds 
from 10-50cm. 
Asymmetrical, in phase 
ripples, most often in 

Asymmetrical ripples imply 
unidirectional current flow and 
lower energy currents found 
toward the base and top of the 
channel deposits. Mud in the 
foresets suggests higher mud 
concentration in the system or 
decreased system energy. The 
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parallel layers bounded by 
sharp or erosional contacts. 
Occasional organic matter 
evident in foresets. Rippled 
sandstone concentrated 
toward top and bottom of 
sandstone channels and 
occasionally at bed 
boundaries of cross-stratified 
beds. No bioturbation. 

steep side of the ripples indicate 
NW to NE paleocurrent. 

3 Clean, 
Structureless 

Sandstone 

Very fine to fine grained, 
light gray to tan sandstone 
with set thickness 10-200cm. 
Dominantly structureless 
sets with occasional, faint 
remnants of 2-3cm ripples 
and horizontal laminations. 
Sharp or erosional bed 
contacts. No bioturbation. 

Lack of pronounced internal 
structures suggests rapid 
deposition or highly 
concentrated sediment yield 
without subsequent reworking, 
producing homogeneity or 
displaying high degree of 
surface erosion. 

4 Planar Laminated 
Sandstone 

Very fine to fine grained, 
light gray to tan sandstone 
with average set thickness of 
30 cm. Consistent grain sizes 
throughout sets. Parallel 
laminations, 1-5cm apart 
with occasional mud in 3-
5mm laminae. Sharp or 
erosional bed contacts. No 
bioturbation. 

Planar laminations in a fluvial 
environment imply deposition 
during the plane-bed phase of 
upper-flow regime transport 
(Allen, 1983). Laminations are 
not produced by grain size 
changes but some layers are 
accentuated by fine, dark-
colored organic matter. 

5 Carbonaceous 
Shale 

Muddy, laminated, black to 
brown shale. Thin 
laminations 1-2mm. Fissile, 
slope-forming outcrops 
dominated by organic matter 
found at the base and 
between sandstone channel 
outcrops. 

Sufficiently low energy to 
permit settling of suspended 
mud. Formed most likely as 
overbank deposits, or during 
extremely low energy between 
higher energy channel infill 
episodes in quiet-water parts of 
rivers. 
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6 Bedded Silt Light gray to tan, poorly 
exposed and cemented silt in 
beds, average 10-15cm 
thickness. Parallel to sub-
parallel flat-laminated or 
structureless silt with 
occasional faint ripples, 1-
2cm, and rare oxidized 
rootlets. Laminations at 
times alternate with muds, 1-
3cm. Outcrops as fissile unit 
at base of cross-stratified or 
rippled sandstone. 

Abundant fine sediment and 
low water energy to allow 
settling of fine silt. Deposition 
at the base of sandstone 
outcrops but above the erosion 
surface implies silt deposits 
were accumulated during lower 
energy phases of channel infill 
or outside of channel infill 
episodes as overbank deposits, 
in the coastal plain. 

Table 1: Lance Formation Sedimentary Facies Descriptions 
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Figure 21: Lance Formation sedimentary facies photos. A) Cross-Stratified Sandstone, B) 
Cross-Stratified Sandstone with Double Mud Drapes, C) Rippled Sandstone, 
D) Rippled Sandstone with Organic Matter Foresets, E) Massive Sandstone, 
F) Planar Laminated Sandstone, G) Planar Laminated Sandstone with 
Organic Matter Laminae, H) Carbonaceous Shale, I) Bedded Silt 
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Observed Structures 

 In addition to the sedimentary facies described in Table 1, common sedimentary 

structures were found repetitively throughout the sandstone channels: mud pebbles, root 

traces, dewatering structures, and soft sediment deformation (Figure 22). Mud pebbles, 1-

2cm, populated the base of several beds in the field area and root traces, 1-4cm, extended 

from the top of beds in the sandstone channels. Soft sediment deformation occurred 

within beds of all sandstone facies, on top of channels, and at times affected multiple 

beds within a channel. The deformation ranged in size, 1-20cm, and in beds, 3-20cm. 

Mud pebbles denote an increased energy and dewatering structures, 2-8cm, and soft 

sediment deformation is indicative of rapid sand deposition. Teredolites trace fossils and 

gastropod shells, were identified at the base of two separate sandstone channels. The 

Teredolites, 1-2cm, club-shaped, subcylindrical borings, were found at the base of a 

cross-stratified sandstone bed and the gastropod shells, 1cm, were found at the base of a 

channel in very fine grained, rippled sandstone. Teredolites suggest likely brackish 

marine conditions, introduced from the coast and up into the channels by tidal currents. 
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Figure 22: Lance Formation sedimentary structures. A) Mud Pebbles, B) Root Traces, C) 
Dewatering Structures, D) Soft Sediment Deformation, E) Teredolites, F) 
Gastropods 

Channels 

Facies and facies relationships are consistent through the five measured channels. 

Facies are characteristic of a fluvial and coastal plain environment and shoreface deposit 

facies were not encountered. Each channel was evidently susceptible to soft sediment 
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deformation, both within beds and across multiple beds. The energy profile, reflected in 

the facies preserved, of each channel generally increases from the bottom of the channel, 

small-scale ripples, to the center of the channel, larger cross-strata sets, and decreases 

from the center to the top of the channel, with small-scale ripple laminations and beds of 

finer grained material toward the top. In different channels, there is also evidence of 

marine influences by reversal (possibly tidal) currents. 

Outcrop A Channel 1 

Outcrop A consists of Channel 1 (Figure 23), the smallest channel measured 

across four stratigraphic columns (Figure 24, Appendix A) with thickness 7m-9m and 

width of 48m across the exposure. The grain size is very fine to fine sandstone across 4-5 

beds ranging from 20cm – 2m, which are hard to distinguish in some places because 

many of the beds are slumped as the result of soft sediment deformation. The channel is 

sharp-based and pinches out toward the north and south. The paleocurrents across 

Channel 1 are diverse but tend toward both NE and SE. Channel 1 has the smallest 

population of paleocurrent measurements and most were taken from ripples, which may 

not be regionally significant as they can show more diverse readings locally.  

Channel 1 had the faintest sedimentary structures and the bedding planes were 

hard to follow due to deformation but an average, representative thickness was taken for 

each bed. Structureless sandstone dominated Channel 1 with faint ripple lamination that 

became more distinct and layered at the top of the channel. Faintly laminated and cross-

stratified sandstone was also found in some beds. Gastropods (Figure 22-F) were 

identified at the base of measured section 4. 
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Figure 23: An uninterpreted (top) and interpreted (bottom) image of Channel 1 at 
Outcrop A, the smallest channel observed in the field. The interpreted image 
shows the position and paleocurrent of the four measured sections. The dark 
blue lines mark the lower and upper boundaries of the channel and the red 
lines mark the beds, which are especially affected by soft sediment 
deformation at this outcrop. 
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Figure 24: The measured sections recorded at Outcrop A channel 1. The gastropods were 
identified at the base of section 4. The measured sections are reproduced on 
a larger scale in Appendix A. 
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Outcrop B Channel 2 

Outcrop B consists of Channel 2 (Figure 25) with a thickness of 13m and 57m in 

width across the exposure. Five stratigraphic columns (Figure 26, Appendix A) have been 

measured through Channel 2. The grain size varies from siltstone to fine-grained 

sandstone through 7 major beds and smaller sets 10cm-3m thick. Channel 2 is a typical 

cross-section of a fluvial channel with a compact, lenticular nature that pinches out to the 

north and south. The paleocurrents are NW to NE but trend from NE to NW moving 

north to south along the channel length.  

The stratigraphic columns are measured through the sandstone channel and 

continue after the channel outcrop changes upward into finer grained material, covered 

sections, and thin sandstone units. There is a greater population of cross-stratal sets than 

in Channel 1, suggesting a higher energy, and the sets are organized in planar, ledge-

forming beds. Figure 27 shows a larger format of measured section 1 from the northern 

side of Channel 2, which captures the cross-strata sets and double mud drapes identified 

in this channel and the lower energy facies toward the base and top of the channel 

identified throughout the field area’s sandstone channel outcrops. The ichnofacies, 

Teredolites, borings and double mud drapes are identified in measured section 3 and 4, 

and both structures suggest that marine conditions and tidal influences were introduced to 

the channel at times.  
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Figure 25: An uninterpreted (top) and interpreted (bottom) image of Channel 2 at 
Outcrop B. The interpreted image shows the position and paleocurrent of the 
five measured sections. The dark blue lines mark the lower and upper 
boundaries of the channel and the red lines mark the beds. 
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Figure 26: The measured sections recorded at Outcrop B Channel 2. Refer to the legend 
in Figure 24. Teredolites were identified in section 3 and double mud drapes 
were identified in multiple locations at this outcrop. The measured sections 
are reproduced on a larger scale in Appendix A. 
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Figure 27: A picture taken of the northern side of Channel 2 (top) is marked with the 
location of measured section 1 (bottom). Section 1 encapsulates the finer-
grained beds and lower energy structures characteristic of the base and top 
of the sandstone channels and the higher energy cross-stratified sandstone 
concentrated in the center of the sandstone channels observed in the field. 
Section 1 has distinct facies and structures identified in the field area (Table 
1, Figures 21-22) including cross-stratified sandstone, rippled sandstone, 
siltstone, double mud drapes, and root traces. 
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Outcrop C Interchannel 

Outcrop C (Figure 28) covers facies of an interchannel or overbank location 

through a 39m stratigraphic section (Figure 29). Multiple, thin 20cm-3m sandstones are 

divided by covered intervals and finer-grained sections of carbonaceous shale, gray shale, 

and silt. Paleocurrent measurements were taken on the cross-strata sets and ripples and, 

similar to Channel 2, range from NE to NW. Outcrop C is slope forming and is 

dominantly covered sections and carbonaceous shales. 
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Figure 28: An uninterpreted image (top) and interpreted (bottom) image of the 
Interchannel Deposit at Outcrop C. The interpreted image shows the 
position and paleocurrent of the one measured section. The dark blue lines 
mark the lower and upper boundaries of the channel and the red lines mark 
the thin sandstone beds identified. 
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Figure 29: The measured section recorded at the Outcrop C Interchannel deposit. The 
interchannel differs from the channel outcrops in that it has more covered 
intervals and larger intervals of finer grained material: carbonaceous shale, 
gray shale, and siltstone. 
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Outcrop D Channels 3, 4, 5 

Outcrop D comprises Channels 3, 4, and 5, which are disconnected sandstone 

channel deposits on separate stratigraphic levels (Figure 30). Channel 3 appears in the 

collected gigapans to be on the same stratigraphic level as Channels 1 and 2, and 

Channels 4 and 5 are progressively lower stratigraphically. Nine stratigraphic sections 

were taken across the three sandstone channel units (Figure 31, Appendix A) and display 

paleocurrents to the NW to W. Measured sections 1-5 are through channel 3. Section 6 

extends through Channels 3 and 4, showing an approximately 30m interval, mostly 

covered, between the channels. Sections 7 and 8 are measured through parts of Channels 

3, 4, and 5, where there is another interval of approximately 30m between channels 4 and 

5. Section 9 is focused on the detail of channel 5. 

Grain size is consistent from very fine to fine-grained sandstone. The channels 

have an elongated, lenticular geometry that pinches out to the north and south. The 

number of major beds is approximated in each of the channels of Outcrop D because 

displaced beds, covered sections, and soft sediment deformation complicate the tracing 

and division of beds.  

Channel 3 is the thickest and most continuous sandstone channel, up to 16m thick, 

with a breadth of 314m measured along the outcrop. Mud drapes occur in neap/spring 

rhythmic patterns at the bottom of section 5, again strongly supporting the idea of tidal 

influences in the channels. Channel 4 is the thinnest bed, 6m, with an outcrop width of 

84m. Channel 5 has an average thickness of 11m and is exposed over 197m. Channel 5 

shows a wide range of grain sizes, facies, and structures that rapidly transition into each 

other. Measured section 9 is concentrated through Channel 5 and includes a large interval 

of rapidly changing facies below the base of the channel that has a high occurrence 
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dewatering structures and root traces (Appendix A). Additionally, gamma ray 

measurements were taken along measured section 9. 

 

 

Figure 30: An uninterpreted image (top) of Channels 3, 4, and 5 at Outcrop D. The 
bottom image is marked with the locations of the 9 measured sections and 
paleocurrents taken at outcrop D. 
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Figure 31: A schematic of the nine measured sections observed in Outcrop D across 
Channels 3, 4, and 5 (yellow figures) that shows the approximate location of 
the sections and their relation to each other. These measured sections are 
shown on a larger scale in Appendix A. 
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Figure 32: An interpreted image of Channel 3. The channel runs a length of 314m and is 
shown in two images. The dark blue lines mark the lower and upper 
boundaries of the channel and the red lines mark the beds.  

 

 

Figure 33: An interpreted image of Channel 4, stratigraphically lower than Channel 3, 
this is marked in white in the image. The dark blue lines mark the lower and 
upper boundaries of the channel and the red lines mark the beds. 
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Figure 34: An interpreted image of Channel 5, stratigraphically lower than Channel 3 and 
Channel 4, which are marked in white in the image. The dark blue lines 
mark the lower and upper boundaries and the red lines mark the beds. 

Gamma Ray Profile 

The gamma ray profile provides a digitized log of a measured stratigraphic 

section taken through Channel 5 (Figure 35). The cutoff values between sand and shale, 

240 nGy/h, is calculated from measurements taken through the sandstone channel 

(ranging from 130-270 nGy/h). The sandstone channel and thinner sandstone intervals are 

highlighted on the gamma ray profile. In a fluvial environment, sandstone packages and 

channels will appear as blocky or fining upward with intervals of shale or mud. 

Characteristic fluvial to coastal plain log patterns are visible in the measured section, 

gamma ray profile, and the well log taken from the east side of the basin near the 

clinoform 12 outcrops. 
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Figure 35: A comparison of Measured Section 9 through Channel 6 at Outcrop D (left), a 
gamma ray profile created from readings along Measured Section 9 
(middle), and a well log from the subsurface dataset (right). The sections of 
the gamma ray profile highlighted in yellow generally correspond to the 
sandstone beds identified in Measured Section 9. The subsurface well log is 
a 60m section taken from the east side of the Washakie Basin near the 
fluvial Lance Formation outcrops, where field work was conducted. Fluvial 
Sandstone packages identified in the field, gamma ray profile, and the 
subsurface well log show characteristic blocky and fining upward patterns. 
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Paleohydraulics 

Paleohydraulics were calculated based on the average set thickness of cross strata 

measurements found in each of the five channels. Outcrop B is not included because it is 

considered an interchannel deposit and does not have a large population of cross stratal 

sets. Table 2 shows the mean and max bankfull depth and channel belt widths for a 

general, meandering, and braided fluvial morphology. Mean bankfull depth estimates 

range from 6.3m to 7.9m and max bankfull depth from 12.7m to 15.9m. No pattern exists 

in increasing or decreasing depth moving north to south along clinoform 12 or in the 

stratigraphic column. Channel belt width varies significantly (Table 2) and increases 

between the calculations based on an unknown fluvial morphology, meandering to 

braided fluvial morphology.  

Cross strata set thickness varies from 10cm-40cm, but a cross strata set thickness 

of 20cm is the most frequent set thickness found in every channel (Figure 37). Based on a 

20cm cross strata set thickness, the mean bankfull depth is 7.4m and max bankfull depth 

15.9m. The lack of lateral accretion surfaces and a width to depth ratio >40 across all 

channel depth and channel belt width calculations lends to the identification of the Lance 

fluvial system as low sinuosity and braided (Miall, 1977). Channel belt width calculations 

for a braided fluvial morphology range in this dataset from 6189m to 8400m. Using a 

20cm cross strata set thickness, the braided channel belt width is 7697m. The fluvial 

channel depths identified and measured in the subsurface are smaller by comparison, 

average size 4.5m, than the channel depth derived in the field. However, some fluvial 

successions in the subsurface measure up to 15m and thinner, fining upward successions 

identified in the subsurface that are not fully formed channels or may be connected to a 

larger fluvial succession could be skewing the average channel size. Channel successions 
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identified in the subsurface and the fields are comparable in magnitude. The most 

problematic deviation in results between the subsurface and the field is the inconsistent 

paleocurrents, which is explored extensively in the discussion. 

 

 Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 4 Channel 5 

Avg Cross 
Strata Set (sm) 

 

0.22 m 

 

0.19 m 

 

0.20 m 

 

0.17 m 

 

0.19 m 

Mean 
Bankfull 

Depth (dm) 

 

 

7.90 m 

 

 

7.01 m 

 

 

7.50 m 

 

 

6.33 m 

 

 

7.28 m 

Max bankfull 
Depth (dmax) 

 

15.86 m 

 

12.77 m 

 

14.99 m 

 

12.65 m 

 

14.56 m 

Channel Belt 
Width: 

All fluvial 
types 

 

 

558 m 

 

 

445 m 

 

 

503 m 

 

 

367 m 

 

 

476 m 

Channel Belt 
Width: 

Meandering 

 

1568 m 

 

1297 m 

 

1438 m 

 

1106 m 

 

1373 m 

Channel Belt 
Width: 
Braided 

 

8400 m 

 

7116 m 

 

7785 m 

 

6189 m 

 

7480 m 

Table 2: A summary of the paleohydraulic estimates based on cross stratal set thicknesses 
found in each channel in the field area. These estimates are consistent with 
observed channel heights. 
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Figure 36: A graph of the frequency of cross stratal set thicknesses (cm) found in each 
channel in the field area. A 20cm set thickness is the most common 
thickness in every channel. 
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Chapter 4: Discussion 

Lance Formation Channel Systems 

The fluvial Lance Formation formed during a warm climate at the onset of an 

active tectonic period that continued to be very active during deposition. Along with the 

Fox Hills deltas, the Lance Formation fluvial system delivered a sizable sediment yield 

(200-2000 ton/km2/yr) to the deep-water portions of the Washakie Basin (Carvajal and 

Steel, 2009 and 2012), a system that broadened toward the southeast and east. Facies 

analysis shows down-cutting channels filled by cross-stratified, rippled, planar, and 

structureless sandstone beds, bound and separated by intervals of carbonaceous shale and 

bedded siltstone. Many of the sandstone beds found in outcrop display influences of soft 

sediment deformation and inclusion of mud pebbles that imply rapid deposition of sand.  

Sequence (clinothem topset) total thickness and gross sand thickness maps created 

from the subsurface well logs (Figures 11 and 12) show a directionality of the channel 

systems from generally north to south and from northwest to southeast. The transgressive 

tract is thickest and contains the most sandstone, in each clinoform, in the northwest 

portion of the basin above the estimated MFS and this thins and spreads to the south and 

southeast toward the shoreline. The thickest sand deposits in the regressive tract, in 

contrast, are concentrated in the south to southeast portion of the basin  on the outer shelf 

and beyond the shelf-edge. The subsurface maps highlight the large concentration of sand 

entering the basin from the northwest and channeling to the south and southwest toward 

the shoreline and farther into the deep-water parts of the basin.  

Channel deposit thickness measured in outcrop (and calculated from cross-strata 

set thicknesses) and from subsurface well-log data are broadly consistent with a narrow 

range of 2m-16m across all datasets. The average thickness of a fining upward or blocky 
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fluvial channel infill, identified in outcrop channels, transgressive subsurface channels, 

regressive channels, and calculated from cross-strata set thickness are: 10.6m, 4.5m, 

3.3m, and 7.4m, respectively. Although the average thickness of a fluvial channel 

identified in the subsurface, both in the TST and RST, is less than the average outcrop 

channel measurement, some of the subsurface channels measured up to 15m and the 

smaller average subsurface thicknesses could be attributed to a larger subsurface dataset 

or to only the largest channels tending to outcrop well. The illustrated depositional dip 

(N-S) cross-section architecture (Figures 11-13) displays an increase in channel size for 

50km toward the shoreline, culminating in the large, incised valley deposits identified 

with an average depth of 13m. In the field, the sandstone channel outcrops also increased 

in size north to south along the clinoform. The illustrated depositional strike (W-E) cross-

section architecture (Figure 14) shows the variation of channel size across the basin, but 

there are no significant trends in channel size from east to west.  

The most common channel morphology is interpreted as a sandy, low sinuosity, 

braided system because of the lack of lateral accretion surfaces in outcrop and the width 

to depth ratio (>40). Although braided fluvial systems are often associated with gravelly 

sediment, braided systems commonly grade downstream to finer sand sediment. As 

braided systems migrate laterally, the channels form in sheet-like or wedge-shaped 

deposits (Boggs 1995), similar to the channel deposits measured in the field for the 

present study. From the paleohydraulic calculations, the braided channel belt width is 

estimated as 6.2km – 8.4km. Approximately 11-15 coeval channel belts of this width 

could span the average width of the Washakie Basin, 96km, but most likely not all the 

channel belts would be concurrently active. Observations made on the channel depth and 

channel belt width of the Lance Formation allow the fluvial system to be placed in the 
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context of other modern and ancient systems (Figure 37). The average Lance Formation 

channel thickness is on the lower half of the scale and the channel belt width is a median 

value. The Lance system plots within the parameters of the Newcastle Coal Measures 

fluvial system. Although the Newcastle channels are dominantly gravelly, braided 

channels, the system accumulated during relative sea-level change in a deep-water 

Permian foreland basin (Little, 1998), similar to the depositional environment of the 

Washakie Basin. 

 

 

Figure 37: The present study allows the Lance Formation channel systems to be placed in 
the context of other braided, low-sinuosity modern and ancient systems. The 
average Lance Formation channel depth is on the lower half of the scale and 
the channel belt width is a median value. (Modified from Gibling, 2006) 

Sediment Partitioning 

Three regressive tracts and three transgressive tracts were identified in clinoforms 

10, 11, and 12 observed in the present study of the Lance-Fox Hills-Lewis succession. 
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The regressive tract represents the time period when the Lance rivers and Fox Hills deltas 

were actively migrating seawards across the Fox Hills shelf platform toward the shelf 

edge. The transgressive tract represents the time period when relative sea level was 

rising, probably not more than 20-30m in each 100 ky period, and most of the river 

budget was stored on the shelf. The shoreline trajectory of the clinoforms is aggradational 

to progradational (Figure 38) and the facies move slightly basinward (south) from the 

older to the younger clinoforms, illustrated in the clinoform architecture (Figures 11-13). 

The transgressive and regressive tracts defined by the MFS and MRS identified in 

clinoforms 10, 11, and 12 display a consistent pattern of complementary wedges in the 

depositional dip direction (N-S).  

 

 

Figure 38: The trajectory is aggradational to progradational in the studied clinoforms, 10, 
11, and 12. 

The regressive tract thins landward and thickens basinward, associated with the 

movement of sediment basinward and into the deep-water system, where it is stored, 
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whereas the transgressive tract thickens landward, as noted above. Preferential proximal-

to-distal sediment storage in the regressive and transgressive tracts governs the tract 

geometry in the clinoforms. During regression, the active fluvial systems are dominantly 

erosional in the proximal fluvial and coastal plain and bypass sediment to the marine 

shorelines, where the greatest concentration of sand deposits in the deltaic, slope, and 

basin-floor fan facies. During transgression, sediment moves landward and backfills the 

eroded coastal plain systems of fluvial and estuarine facies.  

The map of TST/RST thickness (Figure 10) highlights the location where the 

thickness ratio (TST/RST) is equal to 1. The transgressive sequence is thicker (ratio >1) 

north of the line of equal RST and TST thickness and the regressive sequence is thicker 

(ratio <1) south of the line.  The defined shoreline during transgression fluctuates from 

18-39km away from the northern boundary of the basin. There are minor embayments 

across the transgressive shoreline and a larger embayment exists toward the east side of 

the basin, most likely due to greater subsidence rates there. Isolated, thicker deposits of 

the TST past the shoreline match the location of some of the incised valleys identified in 

the depositional dip cross-sections.  

Lance Formation Paleogeography 

The outcrop work in the relatively small areas of this study found paleocurrents 

dominantly to the north and northeast in the field area, which are in direct opposition to 

previous studies that cited dominantly southward and southeastward paleocurrents that 

reflect the north to south oriented clinoforms in the subsurface dataset. Field paleocurrent 

measurements are corrected for structural tilt (15o to the west) and were restricted to 

clinoform 12. Carvajal (2007) found southward directed paleocurrents in clinoform 10, 

an older clinoform, in the field area.  It is possible that the north-oriented paleocurrents 
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demonstrate tidal influences in the distributary channels, consistent with the idea of an 

embayment on the east side of the basin. The anomalous flow directions in the channels 

could also be explained by rivers flowing out from the Rawlins Uplift and Sierra Madre 

Uplift on the eastern edge of the basin. 

Support for tidal influences is found in the outcrops. Gastropods found at the base 

of Channel 1 and Teredolites identified in Channel 2 imply brackish marine conditions 

introduced to channels by tidal currents from the coast. Teredolites is an ichnofacies 

associated with estuarine and nearshore marine environments (Boggs 1995). Double mud 

drapes found in Channel 2 and tidal rhythmite deposits recognized at the base of Channel 

3 are characterized as structures developed from tidal currents during slack water 

conditions. The movement of tidal currents in the fluvial channels would allow the 

preservation of paleocurrents in a contrasting direction of the overall fluvial system.  

Revealed in the T/R ratio map, the equal (RST, TST) thickness line is oriented 

SW-NE with minor embayments and a larger embayment developed toward the east side 

of the basin. An embayment on the east side of the basin could redirect fluvial channels 

entering the basin. Additionally on the eastern border of the basin are the Rawlins Uplift 

and Sierra Madre Uplift, basement-cored uplifts activated during the Laramide Orogeny, 

though these are not previously known to have had significant relief so early. Fluvial 

channels flowing down from either of these uplifts and possibly directed through the 

complicated fault systems surrounding Laramide uplifts could enter the basin in an 

oppositional direction to the main channel systems. A previous paleocurrent study 

identified a west to east direction of fluvial channel flow on the west side of the basin, 

directed from the Rock Springs Uplift (Figure 7). Identifying the source of the fluvial 

deposits in the study area would contribute to understanding the paleocurrent 

measurements taken in this study. Although the source for the Lance Formation fluvial 
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sediment is mainly identified as the Granite Mountains Uplift for the Washakie Basin, a 

Sierra Madre or Rawlins source could have contributed to the system on the east side of 

the basin. 

In reconstructing the Lance Formation Channel System paleogeography, 

differences exist in the channels within the RST and TST. During the development of the 

regressive tract (Figure 39), fewer, broader, and more energetic braided fluvial channels 

preferentially bypass the coastal plain and deposit sediment near the shelf-edge deltas and 

in submarine fans farther downslope. As the regressive tract fluvial systems approach the 

shoreline, they form an outward, arcuate shape, feeding into the deltas. North of the 

illustrated RST fluvial systems, the patterned area designates the northern source of the 

systems, where the braided channel belts would form a more intimate link. This northern 

area is characterized by erosion and very little sediment deposition. Carvajal (2007) 

identified the submarine fans in the deep-water (southern) portion of the basin in this 

subsurface dataset. These submarine fans align with the greatest tract thickness and gross 

sand thickness identified in the RST in each clinoform subsurface map (Figures 15-16). 

During the development of the transgressive tract (Figure 40), a larger number of 

smaller channels are identified. These braided, fluvial channels are less energetic, 

depositing greater amounts of sand and mud in the fluvial and coastal plain systems. 

Depicted in Figure 16 is a large concentration of sand in the northwest and western edge 

of the basin during the TST. These large concentrations of sand are broken up by finer 

material downstream, dividing into smaller channels into the basin. Illustrated in the 

clinoform architecture, the fluvial channels increase in depth toward the shoreline and the 

thickest fluvial successions are identified as incised valleys. Thicker sand deposits, such 

as within the incised valleys, denote backfilling during the coastal trangression. The 

shoreline in the TST is not as smooth as in the RST paleogeography because the TST 
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portrays a normal embayed coastline that would develop during sea-level rise and 

backfilling of the fluvial and coastal plain systems. The shifting paleogeography of the 

Lance channel systems is demonstrated in the fluvial channels, shoreline nature, and 

depositional characteristics according to the systems tracts and paleocurrents measured in 

this study.  
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Figure 39: Regression paleogeography map. The Lance Formation channel systems 
associated with the regressive tract are broad and energetic braided systems 
that preferentially bypass the coastal plain and deposit sediment beyond the 
shoreline in deltas and beyond the shelf edge to submarine fans. The RST 
fluvial systems form an arcuate shape at the shoreline as they deliver 
sediment to the deltas and the area north of the RST fluvial systems is 
characterized by erosion and limited sediment deposition. The submarine 
fans depicted in the figure were identified by Carvajal (2007). The 
anomalous outcrop paleocurrent measurements (red arrows) are possibly 
explained by 1) tidal influences in a developed embayment or 2) east to west 
flow from the Rawlins and Sierra Madre Uplift.  
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Figure 40: Transgression paleogeography map. The Lance Formation channel systems 
associated with the transgressive tract are smaller and less energetic than the 
channel systems active during the regressive tract. Large volumes of sand 
entering the basin in the north are broken up downstream by finer material, 
but there is a slight increase in channel depth toward the shoreline. The 
irregular shoreline reflects the backfilling of the fluvial and coastal plain 
systems after the more erosional RST. The anomalous outcrop paleocurrent 
measurements (red arrows) are possibly explained by 1) tidal influences in a 
developed embayment or 2) east to west flow from the Rawlins and Sierra 
Madre Uplift. 
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Sediment Budget Drivers 

The relationship between changes of sea level and sediment supply, driven by 

tectonics and climate, influence the construction of the regressive and transgressive tracts 

in the basin and the preferential sediment storage. Although sediment supply, linked to 

the Laramide basin tectonic setting and Late Cretaceous climate, largely influenced the 

construction of the shelf margin and the volumes of sediment delivered to the slope and 

basin floor (Carvajal, 2007), relative sea level change at the shorelines was also a key 

driver of sediment storage in the basin, especially in down-dip areas. Relative sea level 

changes on a ca. 100 ky year time scale (some 16+ cycles in 1.9 My), driving the 

repeated cross-shelf regression and transgression, appear to have strong control on the 

geometry of the regressive and transgressive tracts identified in the basin clinoforms. 

Eustatic sea level was generally high in the Late Cretaceous, but relative sea level 

changes 20-30m described by Miller (2003) during the latest Cretaceous could have 

manifested across a low-gradient Washakie shelf to produce the observed systems tracts. 

During the construction of regressive tracts, sea level fall in addition to high 

supply caused sediment to bypass and erode the coastal plain in the Lance Formation 

channel systems to deliver large volumes of sediment to the Fox Hills deltas and deep-

water Lewis slope and basin floor fans (i.e. Posamentier and Allen, 1999). Sea level rise, 

possibly aided by reduced supply, during the transgressive tract backfilling spread across 

the eroded coastal plain. Sediment production was generated by tectonic relief and 

certainly by variation in the warm, Cretaceous climate, but it is necessary also to use 

modest relative sea-level changes on the 100 ky time scale to produce the preferential 

coastal sediment storage partitioning and clinoform architecture observed in this 

succession (see also Gomez-Veroiza and Steel, 2010). 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 

The Maastrichtian, fluvial Lance Formation in the Washakie Basin is set in a 

reasonably time-constrained eustatic, climatic, and tectonic context, connected to the 

coeval deposits of the shoreline to shelf Fox Hills Sandstone and deep-water Lewis Shale.  

The subsurface dataset created a basin-wide perspective on the transgressive and 

regressive tract geometry and clinoform topset architecture. The outcrop dataset allowed 

a detailed analysis on sedimentary facies and structures, channel dimensions and 

morphology, and paleocurrent measurements. The correlation of the maximum flooding 

surfaces (and their coeval brackish-marine landward equivalents) and maximum 

regressive surfaces across the Washakie Basin in clinoform units 10, 11, and 12 and field 

observations of fluvial Lance Formation in outcrop along clinoform 12 exposed on the 

east side of the Washakie Basin helped to construct a sediment budget model and channel 

system paleogeography in the study area.  

Field sedimentology analysis shows sandstone channels of cross-stratified, 

rippled, planar, and structureless sandstones bound and separated by intervals of 

carbonaceous shale and bedded siltstone with inclusions of mud pebbles, root traces, 

dewatering structures, and soft sediment deformation that are typical of a fluvial to 

coastal plain environment. Fluvial channel successions identified in the subsurface, in 

outcrop, and calculated from outcrop cross strata set thicknesses are similar in magnitude, 

ranging from 2m-16m. Directionality of the Lance Formation channel systems depicted 

by the subsurface RST and TST thickness maps is generally north/northeast to 

south/southwest. Outcrop observation, lack of lateral accretion surfaces, and 

paleohydraulic calculations determine a sandy, low sinuosity, braided channel system 

with widths ranging from 6.2km-8.4km. 
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The six systems tracts identified in the observed clinoforms, 10, 11, and 12, 

display a consistent pattern of complementary wedges in the depositional dip direction 

(N-S) with an overall aggradational to progradational stacking pattern. Tract geometry in 

the clinoforms is governed by the preferential storage of sediment during cross-shelf 

transits of the Fox Hills shoreline delta system. During sea level fall and forced 

regression or during normal regression where there was little or no sea-level fall, the 

system prograded and erosionally bypassed huge volumes of sediment beyond the 

shoreline and shelf-edge into the basin. Consequently, the regressive tract, bound by a 

MFS at the base and a MRS at the top, thins landward (north) and thickens basinward 

(south). During sea-level rise and shoreline transgression back across the shelf, the 

system depocenter moved and stored sediment landward, backfilling the erosion created 

by regression. Thus, the transgressive tract, bound by a MRS at the base and a MFS at the 

top, thickens landward (north) and thins basinward (south).  

Outcrop paleocurrents directions are somewhat anomalous with the subsurface 

dataset and previous studies of the Lance Formation channel systems that suggest a 

dominantly north to south flow. This contradiction is possibly explained by tidal 

influences in the channels within a developed embayment on the east side of the basin or 

rivers flowing down from the Rawlins Uplift and Sierra Madre Uplift on the eastern edge 

of the basin. A paleogeography of the Lance Formation channel systems is constructed 

based on the channel dimensions, shoreline nature, depositional characteristics, and 

architecture associated with the regressive and transgressive tracts and the field 

paleocurrent measurements (Figures 39-40). The regressive tract channel systems are 

fewer, broader, and contain energetic braided channels that bypassed and eroded the 

coastal plain to deposit sediment in the deltas on the outer shelf and shelf edge and deep-

water submarine fans. The transgressive tract channel systems contained more numerous, 
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smaller, and less energetic braided channels that deposited greater amounts of sediment 

in the fluvial and coastal plain areas. Although the high-supply nature of the Lance 

Formation channel systems, largely controlled by the active, relief-creating tectonic 

setting and warm, Late Cretaceous climate, as well as by the asymmetrical basin 

subsidence, the Washakie Basin sediment storage and depositional architectures, and 

particularly the partitioning pattern within the ca. 100 ky cycles, was likely controlled 

significantly by relative sea level changes of 20-30m, on the above time scale during the 

Late Cretaceous (Miller, 2003).  
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Appendix 

The measured stratigraphic sections from Channels 1-5 are reproduced here on a 

larger scale.  
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